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Your research, worldwide: Our readers come from more than 175 countries including developing
nations, which are supported through programs like Research4Life, INASP, and TEEAL.
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Your research, not your research grant: There is absolutely no cost to publish in 16 of our
subscription-based NRC Research Press journals and you will never be charged a submission fee.

3.

Your research, your choice: Our journals are compliant with the open access policies of all major
research funding agencies. We have several open access options, including a fully open access
journal, available for those who wish to, or are required to, publish as open access.

4.

Your research, available faster: With our Just-IN feature, your accepted manuscript will be
available online, with DOIs for immediate citation, within five days of acceptance.
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Your research will always be your research: Our authors retain copyright and there are no fees or
charges for you to reuse your published material.
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Your research, promoted and shared: We’re connected to our community through regular
conference attendance, sponsorship programs, awards, and social media. We actively promote
our content and engage with our global audience.
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Your research, disseminated and discoverable: Our journals are indexed in Web of Science,
MEDLINE/PubMed, SciVerse Scopus, and other major databases.
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Your research is secure: Our content is archived in Portico and CLOCKSS to ensure long-term
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Your research published independently and not-for-profit: Canadian Science Publishing an
independent, private, not-for-profit scholarly publisher.
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